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Accel world kuroyukihime guardian

Kuroyukihime (sister) Accel World Light Novel Volume 07 Accel World Stage 02: The Peak of Acceleration White Cosmos (ホワイト‧シスモス, Howaito Kosumosu?) is the White King and leader of the White Legion, Oscillatory Universe. It was later revealed that she was Kuroyukihime's
real-life parents and older sister. She is the main villain of the series. Content [shown] Personality editing It is said that she seems kind, but in fact, she is very manipulative in nature. This manipulative personality is seen in an episode in which she sets up a meeting with Six Kings of Pure
Color to have Red Rider killed by Black Lotus, as well as what she did with Kuroyukihime in the past according to her memories. Background Edit She is the world's first healer to accelerate. At the same time, she was one of the initiatees. In an attempt to get Seven Roses,[1] a special gun
created by Red Rider, white cosmos manipulated her child, Black Lotus, to kill him. She built a reason that Red Rider plans to force the maintenance of the Peace Treaty by giving each gun. This gun will devastate any offensive corps. After Nebulus Nega disintegrated, Kuroyukihime found
seven roses in her warehouse. She tried to shoot it. However, it will not. She realized this gun meant a symbol of peace and friendship. Red Rider created it with the belief that their friendship would continue. Kuroyukihime confronts his sister. She asks the White Cosmos to fight her.
However, White Cosmos replied that Kuroyukihime could never defeat her. Recognizing this, Kuroyukihime took out a box cutter and wounded the White Cosmos. It's a little wound. However, White Cosmos has made it bigger. This resulted in Kuroyukihime being expelled from his family.
White Cosmos was also involved in the torture of Saffron Blossom, along with the Black Vise and Argon Array. She also witnessed the birth of Chrome Disaster. It is unclear why she participated. In Episode 14, it was confirmed that she was, in fact, president of the Association for
Accelerated Studies. The Editing ability is a white avatar, she is incapable of attacking. However, she is one of the few Burst Linkers who has the power to heal. She can also hide her presence in the light. Specifically, she distorts the light around her as camouflage. In Episode 7, it is said
that she used a skill to revive Saffron Blossom immediately and skipped the 1 hour interval where someone died and was fined to a ghost state in UNF. This skill was later called «Resurrection of Compassion». Trivia Edit White Cosmos is also known as The Fleeting of Eternity. Gallery Edit
References Edit ↑ Accel World Light Novel Volume 12 Snow Black Princess (黒雪姫, Kuroyukihime?), Black Lotus (シラックシータス, Burakku Rōtasu? Accel World: Infinite∞Burst Accel World Stage 01: Awakening of the Silver Wings Light Novel, Anime, Manga, Game only Kuroyukihime
(黒雪姫, Kuroyukihime?) is one of the main characters in the Accel World series. She is the Black King (黒王, Kuroō?), Black Lotus (シラックシータス, Burakku Rōtasu?), and the leader of the Black Legion, Nebulus Nega. She was the one who gave Haruyuki's Brain Burst program and
now works alongside him to reach Level 10 and meet the accelerated World creator by defeating other pure colored kings. Kuroyukihime's appearance with a ponytail. Kuroyukihime in school uniform. True to being the most beautiful girl in school, Kuroyukihime is a very attractive and
slender young girl with long black hair with two strands of hair extending from the top of her eyebrows, like the antennae of a butterfly and large chestnut eyes. When Kuroyukihime was hospitalized, she wore her hair in a ponytail. Her wardrobe is usually her school uniform consisting of
black tights, a dark blue skirt with a brown trim, a navy blue blazer and a light blue bow tie. When she moved to her final year at school, her uniform changed to a red bow with all the other things the same. It is extremely rare to see Kuroyukihime in casual clothes. People somehow know
that she likes to wear black clothes. She is also considered the most beautiful school. Kuroyukihime's anger. Kuroyukihime has tranquility and moral patience, perhaps granted from her love for tea, even in inappropriate locations such as classrooms. However, like any human being, she can
sometimes be rude, angry or even jealous when the girls flirt with Haruyuki. She also has a wordplay hypnotic routine that others find to be a nuisance. She shows wisdom and experience, knowing the details of the game Brain Burst due to her time as the Black King. Brain Burst is not her
only area of expertise, however, showing proficiency with the network's infrastructure and information deduction, even knowing the steps taken by the networks that have been used. Kuroyukihime is proud of himself, claims to be a bright individual. During her time as The Black King, she
has killed the Red King before and also tries to kill other members of the Six Kings of Pure Color to reach level 10 and find out who is the author of the Game Brain Burst. When she does not know someone's name, she will call them boy or girl, as she did with Haruyuki when the two met for
the first time and for a while afterwards. She seems to be a hardcore gamer, especially the simulation game, when she beats Haru at her favorite ball game by gaining more points than him. However, she later admitted to using Brain Burst to beat her score. [1] She also loved Haruyuki, and
their friendship developed to the point where she acted as his spouse, Her role as legion commander and silver crow's parents, her love for Haruyuki is so profound, that he changed the purpose of her life with the promise that she would be with Haruyuki forever despite the many risks that
existed around Brain Burst, whom she appreciated the most. However, even if they show romantic feelings to each other, they become serious when fighting against others or giving each other information. [2] Extreme spoiler alert background. Click here to show Spoiler In the late 2020s,
Soul Translator Technology (STL-T) began to arise. Through this magical new technology, the human soul, also known as Fluctlights, can be read. Recognizing the vast potential of STL-T, two competing companies studied the field at the same time: RECT and KAMURA. Using this new
detection technology, RECT created and released Neurolinker. However, another company, KAMURA, went one step further: they sought to copy and paste the human soul. Ignoring all ethics, a researcher named Shikimi Kamura did exactly that. Combining an egg and sperm through In
vitro Fertilization, she and another researcher gave birth to a baby inside the artificial uterus. However, once the baby reaches the turning point of its development, Shikimi rew writes down the baby's soul. Using another fluctlight taken from somewhere else, she inserts foreign fluctlight into
the baby's brain, overwriting the existing one. After the baby was removed from the womb, a barcode containing the number 20320930 was printed on the neck of the newborn, symbolizing the date of birth of September 30, 2032. This mechanical child with foreign fluctlight then becomes
the girl called Kuroyukihime. [3] Kuroyukihime is a mysterious and well-known student who is also Vice President of the Student Council at Umesato Middle School. Her Brain Burst Avatar is Black Lotus (シラック‧シータス, Burakku Rōtasu?), in which she is only an explosive associate
when she is eight years old. She was formerly the Black King but was pushed into hiding after killing the Previous Red King while she tried to defeat all the other kings to reach level 10 and meet the game creator. She considers Haru not only subordinate and often the voice of reason to him
when he is willing to go to extremes to protect her. Before being admitted to the hospital, she confessed to Haru that she had loved him. The Outline Return of the Black Snow Princess Arc Kuroyukihime storyline is first seen in her ergonom in the school's network, where Haruyuki Arita first
notices her appearance. She then meets Haru for the first time after she beats his score in his ball game with an LVL. 166. Then she asks him if he wants to accelerate to the next level. She went on to say that if he wanted to, then he would go to the lounge at lunchtime and then leave.
Following appearing, Kuroyukihime allowed him to sit with her. Kuroyukihime signaled for Haru to sit in front of her. She then pulls out a cable for a direct wired connection between her and Haru, surprising everyone in the living room. Haru was surprised by this and questioned why she
wanted to do this because of the wired connections for lovers. However, she continued while talking through spiritual communications to keep their conversations private. Kuroyukihime later stated that she was sending Haru a program called Brain Burst for his Neuro Linker. After hearing
everything she said, Haru decided to accept the program and began installing it. When it was installed, Haru asked Kuroyukihime what exactly the brain burst was. She then tells him that she will answer all his questions only if the installation program is successful. As soon as it was
successfully installed on Haru's Neuro Linker, Araya and his gang appeared in the lounge because they were looking for him for food that he had to provide. Kuroyukihime interrupts their conversation and tempts Araya to hit Haru, but before he can, she shouts at Haru to use the Burst Link
command he did. After accelerating, Kuroyukihime went on to explain the details of the Brain Burst program and how the acceleration works. She then came up with a plan for Araya to be expelled by told Haru to let Araya hit him and record it all on the school camera. They return to normal
speed, and Haru is attacked by Araya and flies towards Kuroyukihime, injuring her. Araya and his gang were later arrested. Before leaving, she tells Haru to make sure he doesn't turn on his Neuro Linker until tomorrow to make sure he's not connected to the global network. Haru returned to
Kuroyukihime the next day, telling her that he had lost his first match to which she replied that it was his fault when she told him not to connect. However, they both accelerate so that she fully explains the details of how the duo and avatars work in Brain Burst. When they finished, Megumi
and the other students asked what their relationship was. Kuroyukihime simply said that she was rejected by him that everyone was shocked. Leaving the school, Kuroyukihime decides that Haru is ready and pushes him out of the school's network. Haru again fights Ash Roller, where
Kuroyukihime is watching everything from the sidelines. After the match, she congratulates him but is interrupted by the sudden appearance of Chiyu, who decides to confront her for answers. The return of the Black Snow Princess - Takumu meets Kuroyukihime, who accelerates,
challenges Takumu to duel, confronts him about her intention to quit kendo and eventually removes Brain Burst, teach Takumu Takumu feel guilty and trust your friends more. Crimson Storm Princess Arc Dusk Robber Arc Dusk Robber (Elements Side Story) Arc In Okinawa, Kuroyukihime
is on a school trip with friend Megumi. As the two went shopping for souvenirs for each other, Kuroyukihime was approached by two local burst affiliates, Ruka Asato and Itosu Mana, who asked her to help their master fight against an enemy that was causing trouble to their Accel World
community. Their discussion took Kuroyukihime time and forgot to buy Megumi a gift, much to Megumi's annoyed. Kuroyukihime apologized to Megumi by telling her that, since she discovered Brain Burst seven years ago, she was the one who kept her attached to the real world. The next
day, Kuroyukihime enters the World of Acceleration with Ruka and Itosu to meet their master, who turns out to be an old acquaintance of Kuroyukihime, Crimson Kingbolt. Kuroyukihime was reunited with Crimson Kingbolt, also known as Crikin, a Burst Linker who moved from Tokyo to
Okinawa after his parents divorced. They are then surprised by the mysterious threat, revealed to be a Burst Linker named Sulfur Pot, who has the power to overpower the enemy. When mentioned that Sulfur Pot did not appear on the challenge list, Kuroyukihime realized that he was from
Tokyo, using a backdoor program to dive into Okinawa. After defeating sulfur pot, Crimson Kingbolt then gives Kuroyukihime the enhanced weapon that Sulfur Pot uses to control the enemy, Mystical Reins, claiming that she can use it some day. When Kuroyukihime left Okinawa, Ruka and
Mana saw her. Kingbolt then sends her a message informing her that the trail on the Sulfur Pot has become cold. Kuroyukihime can then only wonder about the mysterious faction Sulfur Pot belongs to. Avatar Network Avatar Kuroyukihime's Network Avatar Kuroyukihime is known to have a
subtle, original virtual character design. Her virtual character resembles a butterfly and has been dressed in ballet shoes. The overall look is black and while the other parts are red or purple. Her figure also carries an umbrella. This virtual character is the character she often uses whenever
she comes into contact with others and discusses with them things that often happen around school, or she also uses it to prove the world accelerates, about how they can use it or about how they can't use it. This figure is called a black swallow-tailed butterfly. Black Lotus The Black Lotus
Character Burst Brain her Black Lotus (シラック‧シータス, Burakku Rōtasu?) was once called the Black King (黒王, Kuroō?) but after she killed the Red King, she escaped. Black Lotus is known as a scary model before and after what happened to the Red King. However, she rarely



reveals her Black Lotus shape. The form of Black Lotus is more technical and robotic than her virtual character. Looks like she's just there. a short length in the air instead of flying. The color of the character model is black and purple. Black Lotus is unique since her limbs are blades instead.
Like Black Lotus, her limbs act as sharp blades capable of cutting through most parts of her body on contact, making her a deadly opponent in close-range battles when her dance is described as dead black water, as well as immune to grappling and restraint skills such as Static Pressure.
In addition to her knowledge of the Brain Burst program and her virtual network knowledge, she has proven to be a great strategist. Other appearances Video games appear Accel World Stage 01: Awakening of the Silver Wings Kuroyukihime will appear in the upcoming game called Accel
World Stage 01: Awakening of the Silver Wings (アクセル‧ワールド ー銀翼の覚醒ー, Accel World She is only seen at the beginning of the game, but the ending is unknown. Video game crossover and cross-promotions Dengeki Bunko: Fighting Climax' Dengeki Bunko: Fighting Climax - a
2D fighting game involving many Dengeki Bunko assets. Kuroyukihime is available as a playable protagonist, while Haruyuki Arita is listed as a supporting character selection. The game was released in North America and Europe in 2015. Sword Art Online: Lost Song Sword Art Online: Lost
Song – an action NGO based on the Sword Art Online franchise. The Weapons Instrumentalist game update included Kuroyukihime as a guest character. Gallery See Kuroyukihime/Image Gallery Trivia It is not yet known what Kuroyukihime's real name is. In the web version of the story,
Chouzetsu Kasoku Burst Linker (超加速シーストリンカ, chōzetsu kasoku bāsutorinka, lit. Super-ultimate acceleration burst-linker), her real name is Kuroba Yukiko (黒⽻雪⼦, Kuroba Yukiko). However, this may not be the same in the published version. It seems that Kuroyukihime is the
name of her virtual character. She says her name to Haruyuki Arita, but he still calls her Kuroyukihime. Fūko Kurasaki calls her Sacchan[8] and Haruyuki Arita tries to talk to her with Sa- but then cuts off and calls her Senpai. Several other elements members also called her in a different form
that all began with Sarah. Kuroyukihime's ExplosiveLy Linked Goddess name is Black Lotus, but her appearance resembles that of a butterfly. Her birthday is September 30, 2032 on her fake identity. Black Lotus and Black Vise are the only Fighting Idols of the same color. It was later
revealed that Black Vice was merely a camouflage used by Ivory Tower. Duel Avatars' only other couples of the same color are Blood Leopard and Blood Love. However, this is only available in Kuroyukihime is noted to be similar to the protagonist of reki Kawahara Sword Art Online's other
novel series, as they both use high-speed fighting style, fighting and prefer black clothing. References
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